
+ PHILIPPIANS: LEARNING HOW TO THINK LIKE A CHRISTIAN + 

3.2-17 — Learning how to interpret our lives and future hope 

Paul again gives his own example: here, of renouncing previous commitments, identities, and 
priorities, in order to show what life focused on Christ looks like. 

PAUL’S PAST LIFE AND FUTURE HOPE 
3.2-8: Reevaluating the Past in the Light of Christ: From Gain to Loss 
— Paul begins by describing where he used to put his confidence: his life credentials inherited 
and achieved. These aspects of his past life gave Paul his identity and self-worth. 
— Inherited: parents, tribe, people. Achieved: Pharisee, zeal, persecutor, blamelessness. 
— 3.4: “If anyone else thinks he has reason for confidence in the flesh, I have more.” 
— The change: all of these things went from being “gain” to being counted as “loss.” 
— Paul uses the language of accounting: Christ’s invasion of his life caused a transformation of 
the way that value is assigned, what matters and does not matter. 
— Paul doesn’t view his past life as worthless in itself; rather, he sees that its importance pales in 
comparison with his present life in Christ. Thus, his past and present are rethought. 
— What matters to Paul now? The “surpassing worth of knowing Christ Jesus my Lord…” 

+ What relationships, priorities, hobbies, pursuits do we turn to for meaning, purpose, or worth? 
What gives our daily, weekly, monthly life direction? 

3.9-17: Focusing on One New Hope: To Know Christ 
— In Paul’s example we see how faith recalibrates our desires and sense of value: from having 
our lives be guided towards all kinds of goals, to desiring Christ and the goal he has for us. 
— What in 3.8-11 does Paul say he now desires? Christ, Christ, and Christ. 
— Christ is the goal towards which his life is now directed rather than the goals of his prior life. 
Paul desires now to be found in Christ. Everything else finds its place either after or in Christ. 
— Metaphor of turning from what’s behind to what is ahead: Paul compares himself with a 
runner whose concentration is focused exclusively on the tape at the end of the race. 
— This perspective shapes his life between the “already” (now) and the “not yet” (resurrection); 
between what he has received and what he has not yet attained. Singular focus! 
— Paul calls on all who are “mature” to “think this way” (φρονεω): Christ is all that ultimately 
counts, and the Spirit’s work on our hearts is to create the kind of faith that transforms our 
desires to seek to know Christ above all, finding in him our true identity and way of life. 

+ What projects — parts of our lives, our identity — need to be left behind? What needs to be 
reevaluated and demoted as secondary — or to be approached differently? 
+ How can we place rightly place value on our work, accomplishments, dreams, without letting 
them define our identity or ultimate purposes in life — apart from Christ? 
+ What is the good news that we see in Paul’s life story and the example he gives us?


